Fuck This Packet 2 Packet 2: Culture War Edition
Packet by: Harris Bunker, Trent Koch, Tony Incorvati, Alan Hettinger
Tossups:
1. A Facebook page is titled “No Context” this person and contains a photo of this man in which the caption
reads “I don’t think I can say beeyatch”. In another episode, this man looks into getting a liposuction while
investigating tummy tucks and plastic surgeries in Beverly Hills. In a segment called “America’s Most Hated
Family” (*) this person met with Lauren who left what she described as a cult after her father, who is a member of a
group who protests with “God Hates Fags”, kicked her out. This man had interviews with the racist piece of shit
Tom Metzger, a pair of preteens who sing hateful shit in a musical group called Prussian Blue, and members of the
Westboro Baptist Church. For 10 points, identify this British interviewer known for his Scientology Movie that had
a delayed release due to Scientological pressure, and his Weird Weekends series.
ANSWER: Louis Theroux (accept Louis Thorax but they have to give the first name there because it’s a meme)
2. A subreddit devoted to this word had a meme of the Ancient Aliens guy Giorgio A. Tsoukalos just saying
this word. The top definition of this word on Urban Dictionary is “the once secret name of an ancient tentacle
monster that white supremacists fornicate with”. Representative Mike Quigley (*) introduced an act whose
acronym is this word that could prevent certain bits of Internet information to be unable to be deleted by the coiner
of this word. @Diane_7A proclaimed that this word was a real word and that it was created during the Bowling
Green Massacre. A follow-up from the creator of this word asked “who can figure out the true meaning of this
word??? Enjoy!” For 10 points, name this cryptic word used after “Despite the constant negative press” in a May
2017 tweet by Donald Trump.
ANSWER: covfefe (be lenient on the pronunciation)
3. This character cried for the first time at seven years of age when he was hit by a bus. In one scene, this
character is able to smell his ex-wife because of her hooves. The actor who portrayed this character said “if
our idea of danger is eating gluten, then we have gone soft” and mentions his friend’s American Flag thong in
a Super Bowl ad he appeared in for NASCAR. This character is the ex-husband(*) of two women named
“Tammy”. In the TV show he is most famous for appearing in, this character follows the model of the Chuck E
Cheese chain and then leaves that director position to found Very Good Building and Development Co. This
character is famous for his love of cooked meats and Ayn Rand. For 10 points, identify this libertarian from Parks
and Rec who was portrayed by Nick Offerman.
ANSWER: Ron Swanson (accept either his first or last name)
4. During a 2017 loss against Ottawa, this player got into a shouting match against Derek Stepan. This player
got a chance to start in his rookie season after an injury to Kevin Weekes. This winner of the 2011-2012
Vezina Trophy had a 91.7 percent save percentage in the 2014 Gold Medal game at the Olympics, but his team
failed to secure victory. In one ESPN “This is Sportscenter ad, this goalie (*) of the 2006 Olympic gold medal
squad is the only one who is able to translate a chef, who was brought in because ESPN is “a global company”. This
past NHL season, this player who became known as “King” [his first name] after his rookie season, and his team
team was eliminated by Ottawa in six games. For 10 points, name this New York Rangers goalie who hails from
Sweden.
ANSWER: Henrik Lundqvist

5. While the song “Cheap and Cheerful” plays in the background, a character in this movie breaks up a
couple having sex before listening to a voice mail. Miles Teller appears in this movie as a character named
Miles who once “got sent to detention once and he ended up banging the teacher” and brings a party bus full
of alcohol and girls to the (*) central event of this film. Much calamity ensues in this movie after a dwarf gets
shoved in the oven. The protagonist of this movie, played by the non-literary Thomas Mann, jumps off the roof of
his house into an inflatable jumping thing and Kirby has a crush on him. This movie inspired a stupid Farmington
Hills, Michigan high schooler to invite thousands of people to a foreclosed home before the cops found out. For 10
points, name this 2012 supposedly realistic comedy about an idiotic teenager who throws a huge party when his
parents leave for the weekend.
ANSWER: Project X
6. This album became its band’s first to chart at number 1 in the U.S., after knocking of The Beatles’ Abbey
Road. This album’s cover-art features a photograph of the Jagdstaffel 11 Division of the World War I German
Air force, with the faces of the band’s members airbrushed over some of the subjects of the photograph.
Though the recording of one song on this album is only four and a half minutes long, it was often over 30
minutes long when performed (*) because of an insanely long drum solo. The first song on this album proclaims
“All the good times, baby, I’ve been misusing”, while the 3rd track proclaims “I should’ve quit you baby a long time
ago”. For 10 points, name this numbered Led Zeppelin album, which featured the tracks “Whole Lotta Love”,
“Moby Dick”, and “The Lemon Song”.
ANSWER: Led Zeppelin 2 (Must say Led Zeppelin 2 before mention of “Led Zeppelin”)
7. One gruesome death in this scene occurs after a character gives a box of cigarettes to a gangster who then
blows up as the box had some Emulex on it. A member of the Detroit mafia named Quarles gets his arm
chopped off by a hog butcher in this show. A side plot on this show involved the main character’s ex-wife
stealing a bag of money that was locked up in the evidence room. One character in this TV show uses a (*)
rocket launcher to blow things up and, in its first season is a former-white supremacist turned preacher. That
character, played by Walton Goggins, then takes up the family crime business and is named Boyd Crowder. For 10
points, identify this FX show which starred Timothy Olyphant as Raylan Givens who is a Deputy Marshall in
Eastern Kentucky.
ANSWER: Justified
8. One difficult level in this game series begins with the sound of a telephone ringing, while another begins
with the phrase “Do you think about me?” In 2015, the Replicant D-ignition course was added to this game
series, which includes “EGOISM 440” and “Over the ‘Period’,” which are currently the hardest levels in this
series. Several hundred (*) songs from this series have been produced by Naoki Maeda, whose better-known works
from this series include “Paranoia,” “Red Zone,” and “Dynamite Rave.” The most recent entry in this game series is
subtitled “A” [pr. “Ace”] and is the first in the series to accept Konami’s eAmusement arcade passes. Previous
entries in this game series have the subtitles “X,” “Extreme,” and “SuperNOVA”; for 10 points, name this longrunning arcade rhythm game franchise in which players publicly display their lack of coordination on metal pads
with four arrows.
ANSWER: Dance Dance Revolution (accept Dancing Stage, anti-prompt on specific series entries) [Editor’s Note:
For those curious, the phone song is “Fascination ~eternal love mix~” and the “Do you think about me” song is
“EGOISM 440”.]

9. One character in this film justifies drinking on the job by saying “it’s cold, a man’s gotta do something to
keep warm”. After bemoaning the commercialization of Christmas, one character in this film is told [If
possible, read in Brooklyn accent] “Yeah, there’s a lot of bad -isms floating around this world, but one of the
worst is commercialism” by his coworker, Alfred. In this film, Judge Henry Harper asks three times for items
of evidence to be placed on his desk, a demand he soon regrets. (*) The final line spoken in this film is spoken by
Attorney Fred Gailey, who says “Maybe… or maybe I didn’t do such a wonderful thing after all…” For 10 points,
name this best Christmas movie, which stars Natalie Wood as the skeptical second grader Susan and Edmund
Gwenn as Kris Kringle, who may or may not be the real Santa Claus.
ANSWER: Miracle On 34th Street
10. One of these videos from 2017 consists almost entirely of one man dancing in a completely white hallway
to a still-unreleased single. An early scene from another of these videos depicts that man jumping into the
back of a 1969 Lincoln Continental, which he is also driving; in that same video, his head appears as the
centerpiece at a table where four girls eat cereal during the line “eat them Lucky Charms and give me luck.”
Possibly the best known of these videos includes a depiction of kids in cop uniforms (*) destroying a police car.
Co-directed by Ryan Staake, it infamously does not include the singer at all except for a scene in which he eats
Cheetos on a plane to the words “I know some hoes we couldn’t ever fuckin’ tutor.” For 10 points, what are these
video accompaniments to songs including “Wyclef Jean” and “Best Friend,” performed by the rapper behind the
2016 mixtape JEFFERY?
ANSWER: Young Thug music videos (description acceptable)
11. In an episode of King of Queens with this title, Carrie sells her engagement ring to purchase a hot tub and
a satellite dish. This is the title of John Entwistle’s sixth solo studio album, as well as the tenth album of
country music singer Tracy Lawrence. One man with this title was crowned the inaugural “King of the Ring”
in 1985, though he is much less well known than another man with this title (*) in the same profession. In a
Michael Bay-directed movie with this title, a group of US Marines go rogue and threaten to launch rockets armed
with VX-gas at a nearby city. For 10 points, give this title, the alter ego of former pro-wrestler and international
superstar Dwayne Johnson.
ANSWER: The Rock (both words required, prompt on “rock”)
12. One player on this team supposedly went missing after being benched or something, but this team’s
linebacker Keith Bulluck said, to the contrary, no one was going to quit on defense. In their lone Super Bowl
season, this team was in its first with its current nickname and defeated the Bills, Colts, and Jaguars en route
to the Superb Owl. In 2010, Andre Johnson got into a fight with this team’s Cortland Finnegan and got
suspended. This team, which drafted Albert Haynesworth (*) and Chris Johnson in the first decade of the 2000s,
picked up Demarco Murray after his terrible Eagles career ended. Current players for this team include 2017 Pro
Bowlers Michigan alumn Taylor Lewan and ex-49er Delanie Walker. For 10 points, name this AFC South team that
plays in the Nissan Stadium, is quarterbacked by Marcus Mariota and plays in the “Volunteer State”.
ANSWER: Tennesse Titans (accept either)
13.This song is the second track on an album that contains the song “Whisper” in which the singer repeats the
phrase “Don't turn away/(Don't give in to the pain)/Don't try to hide/(Though they're screaming your
name)”. A Vine containing a poorly covered version of this song in its background features a person hitting
their arm with a blunt knife then pouring ketchup on their arm. The bizarre rap in this song contains the
hopelessly cheezy lyric: “All this time, I can't believe I couldn't see/Kept in the dark, but you were there in
front of me.” (*) The protagonist of YouTube video by Jordanrose sings this song, strokes a window and is dressed
like Goofy. For 10 points, identify this cringey song by the Amy Lee-fronted Evanescence often mistakenly called
“Wake me up Inside”.
ANSWER: “Bring Me to Life” (audibly scoff before prompting on “Wake me up Inside” before mention)

14. In a 2015 interview about this event, a person involved said he only saw the whites of someone’s eyes once
—which was at this event when he was patting someone on the back at the scorer’s table. After this event, one
team’s fans poured liquid on and threw random trash at players from the other team in this event. One player
involved in this event appears to take off part of his jersey and challenges Derrick Coleman. Bryant Jackson,
who was involved in this event, pleaded no contest to felony assault for throwing a chair (*) amidst this event.
As a direct consequence of this event, a player was given a 73 game suspension and Stephen Jackson, Jermaine
O’Neal and Ben Wallace were all suspended as well. For 10 points, give the name of this 2004 event in which a fan
threw a drink at Ron Artest amid a giant fight at a Metro Detroit arena.
ANSWER: Malice at the Palace (accept 2004 Pacers-Pistons brawl)
15. The eighteenth episode of the anime Nisekoi takes place at this location and one character falls asleep after
being asked a question by Onedera. Despite the fact that this location is not the focus of any particular
episodes of Naruto, it does appear at the end of the Third Movie, and is seen as the end of the credits in two
different ending themes. Sailor Moon had at least one episode at this location per season (*) but an episode at
this location was absent from Sailor Moon R. These locations, often used to give evidence to various fan ships
appear in an episode of Lucky Star where the protagonists bemoan the lack of male attention so one character tries to
use an inner tube to attract attention. For 10 points, name this location that are often featured in fan service episodes
of anime primarily because male characters will be shirtless and female characters will be wearing bikinis.
ANSWER: Beaches
16. In one film in this language, a group of death-row inmates are taken to the title island to be trained for a
covert military operation, and ultimately kill themselves with their grenades after their mutiny fails. That
2001 film broke a box-office record for a film in this language, in which fisheries are destroyed in retaliation
for an assassination attempt on a mob boss; that boss and his eventual rival are two of the four main
characters in that film in this language, titled Friend. The highest-grossing domestic film in this language is a
2014 war history film (*) tittled The Admiral: Roaring Currents. In a film from this language’s namesake country,
the only character to speak this language is shot by Claude, but ultimately dies in an explosion of Chronole with
which he planned to derail the title train. For 10 points, what is this language spoken by the director of Snowpiercer
and is also the language of war films Silmido and Taegukgi?
ANSWER: Korean (accept Hanguk-eo, Hanguk-mal, Uri-mal, Guk-eo, Pyojun-eo, or South Korean standard
language)
17. A game that was canceled in development for this console was to be developed by NovaLogic but a
released ISO suggested that enemies disappears after the protagonist gets on top of them, and players must
restart their emulator to advance in the game. In addition to that Wacky Worlds game, The Berenstain Bears On Their Own and You On Your Own was released for this console. In a game for this console, a character
redundantly suggests that if the player needs to get directions, look at the enclosed instructions. (*) The
company that produced this console supposedly lost almost a billion dollars on it partially due to its ludicrous 700
dollar price tag. Several games for this console, including a game partially-titled The Faces of Evil, had clips taken
from Quebecgamers.com in several 2009-era Youtube Poops. For 10 points, name this 1990s video game console in
which Hotel Mario and several cartoonish Zelda games was released for.
ANSWER: Philips CD-i

18. In David O’Russell’s I Heart Huckabees, one of these things contains the phrase “ Cruelty, Manipulation,
Meaninglessness”. In a 1998 film, one of these objects contains the email address “rdean@next.net”. However,
the email address has mysteriously changed to “blake.com” when seen later in the film. One of these objects
has the address “537 Paper Street” (*) printed on it in one film, while another is blank except for the phrase “The
Devil” in a different film. Bryce asks how a nitwit like Van Patten got so tasteful after he saw one of these things
belonging to Van Patten. Bryce then reveals his own, which he describes as “raised lettering, pale nimbus, white” in
that 2000 film about Patrick Bateman. For 10 points, Mark Zuckerberg puts the phrase “I’m CEO, Bitch” on what
objects in the film “The Social Network”?
ANSWER: Business Cards (prompt on card)
19. One car from this brand is listed in the “10 Worst Car Ever Made” on coolmaterial.com and was referred
to as the “second worst car of the millennium” for its awful interior. According to Motortrend, a car from this
band has top ranking competitors including the Honda Element, Mitsubishi Outlander and the Ford Escape.
That car is the VUE (*). One 7-seat car from this brand got 16 mpg city and 24 mpg highway and was known as
the Outlook. A 2002 model from this brand was a compact car 5 speed manual OD with Four Wheel Drive as parts
of this brand’s S Series. For 10 points, identify this car brand: a former subsidiary of GM with a Red logo that halted
its production of cars in 2009.
ANSWER: Saturn Corporation
20. This country is home to the producer of the song “New Process” and the album My Way; that microhouse
producer, Marc Leclair, uses the stage name Akufen [AH-koo-fenn]. It’s not Haiti, but this country is home to
the beatmaker behind the songs “Lite Spots” and “Weight Off” featuring BADBADNOTGOOD, who are also
from this country; those songs are from the album 99.9%, produced by Kaytranada (*) [kay-truh-NAW-duh]. More
mainstream electronic artists from this country include Ryan Hemsworth and the progressive house DJ behind
albums including 4x4=12 and Random Album Title, Joel Zimmerman a.k.a. deadmau5 [“dead mouse”]. For 10 points,
name this country that is home to a young male pop star who used to suck ass but is now somehow appearing on
good electronic music: Justin Bieber.
ANSWER: Canada (don’t accept Dominion of Canada anymore, you filthy imperialist)
21. (TB) Before a recent tournament, this man pledged he would give some of his winning to the victims of the
Grenfell Tower Fire, but was defeated by Jason Thompson in the first round. In 2015, this player unveiled a new
logo that some critics said resembled the German Waffen SS. This player broke ground as by being the first top male
tennis pro to hire a female coach when he decided to work with former women’s number 1 Amélie Mauresmo. After
this player lost to Novak Djokovic in the 2014 US Open quarterfinals, he fell out of the top 10 for the first time since
2008. This player beat Roger Federer in straight sets to claim the gold medal at the singles event in the 2016 London
Olympics. For 10 points, name this tennis pro, “currently” ranked number 1 in the world who won 2016’s
Wimbledon and hails from Great Britain.
ANSWER: Andy Murray

Bonuses:
1. Because the video games questions of this set have been relatively scant of glitches, answer the following 10 point
bonus questions about glitches in the Red and Blue Pokémon games.
[10] This character who resides in Viridian City is the namesake of a glitch where the player talks to this character
and then flies to Cinnabar Island and surfs on the edge tiles which allows them to encounter a wide variety of regular
and glitched Pokémon at unusual levels.
ANSWER: Old Man (prompt on descriptions like “the man from Viridian who teaches you how to catch a
Pokémon”)
[10] This most famous glitch Pokémon is most easily encountered via the Old Man Glitch. In Red and Blue, it is a
Bird and Normal type, and its sprite can be either as a glitched block, a fossil Pokémon, or the ghost from Lavender
Tower.
ANSWER: MissingNo.
[10] This trainer class is another name for the glitch move “--” [dash dash] that is basically a glitched empty move
slot. A glitched type named after this trainer class and the female sign is the type of the move TM47.
ANSWER: Cooltrainer (do not accept or prompt on Pokémon Trainer, Ace Trainer, etc.)
2. The subtitle on a poster for this film proclaims “now he’s cleaning da filth from da PM’s hood.” FTPE:
[10] First, name this 2002 British comedy about the leader of Da West Staines Massiv who embarks on a political
journey to save his town’s leisure centre and ends up as the British ambassador to Jamaica.
ANSWER: Ali G Indahouse
[10] Ali G is a character written and performed by this prolific British comic actor whose other major roles include
Admiral General Aladeen, Brüno Gehard, and Borat Sagdiyev.
ANSWER: Sacha (Noam) Baron Cohen
[10] In the film, Ali G manages to win the MP seat for Staines following a debate in which he delivers this insult to
opposition candidate David Griffiths; Griffiths attempts to clarify this accusation by calling it a hunting accident and
resigned from the race.
ANSWER: (he/you) “sucked off a horse” (accept descriptions)
3. Answer the following about NBA players with illustrious rap careers for 10 points.
[10] This retired player is inarguably the most successful NBA rapper because he had a platinum album. In 2008, he
asked his former Lakers teammate Kobe “tell me how my ass tastes”. He also starred in the Oscar nominated
Shazam.
ANSWER: Shaquille O'Neal (accept just Shaq and roll your eyes sarcastically if someone questions if Shazam got
an Oscar nom)
[10] This former Sacramento center was a member of the Fab Five at U of M and made two records for Nas one of
which was called “Blunt Ashes”. Kurupt was featured in his song “Gangsta Gangsta”.
ANSWER: Chris Webber
[10] This retired San Antonio Spur, Golden State Warrior, etc. has put in a real effort into his rap career as
evidenced by his real rapper name Stak5. He released a song about racism in America called “. Lil B’s old enemy
Kevin Durant appeared on his song “Lonely at the Top”.
ANSWER: Stephen Jackson (accept Captain Jack)

4. Because “The whole damn world is just as obsessed/With who's the best dressed and who's having sex” this
location “never ends”. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this location that titles a song and is full of “total dicks” and “stuck up chicks”.
ANSWER: High School
[10] Bowling for Soup, the band behind the smash hit “High School Never Ends” covered this song, originally by
SR-71, that describes Debbie who takes “One Prozac a day” and liked U2 and Blondie back in the title year.
ANSWER: “1985”
[10] A song by Bowling for Soup is titled “Ohio” where the singer bemoans a girl who goes to Cleveland after
leaving this US state where Bowling for Soup was founded.
ANSWER: Texas
5. She done already done had this bonuses. For 10 points each, answer some questions about Season 9 of the fiercest
reality competition on TV.
[10] First, name this show aired on VH1 and produced by World of Wonder, in which queens compete for the title of
“America’s Next Drag Superstar.”
ANSWER: RuPaul’s Drag Race
[10] In the recently finished Season 9 of Drag Race, this Brooklyn queen was crowned America’s Next Drag
Superstar. This fashion-forward queen, with a signature brand of cerebral humor, performs bald as a tribute to her
late mother.
ANSWER: Sasha Velour (accept Alexander “Sasha” Hedges Steinberg)
[10] This recurring guest judge throughout the recent Drag Race seasons helped the top four queens write and
perform rap verses in Season 9. Name this actor, rapper, and YouTube personality who appeared on the ninth season
of American Idol and has recorded the albums Pop Star High and Straight Outta Oz.
ANSWER: Todrick Hall (accept Toddy)
6. This American director is known for, among other things, his distinct cinematographic style which features ninety
degree pans and obsessive symmetry. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this director of such films as The Grand Budapest Hotel and Moonrise Kingdom.
ANSWER: Wes Anderson (prompt on Anderson)
[10] On author John Green’s podcast, Dear John and Hank, John has repeatedly expressed his deep love for this first
Anderson-produced and -directed film which is set at the titular high school in Houston.
ANSWER: Rushmore [Editor’s Note: someone might try to argue that the podcast is called Dear Hank and John.
This is a running joke in the podcast, and they are technically correct.]
[10] In 2016 Anderson directed the short Christmas movie/commercial Come Together for this Swedish clothing
retailer. This trendy retailer has repeatedly violated international child labor laws.
ANSWER: H&M (accept Hennes & Mauritz)

7. For 10 points each, answer the following about the only thing better than rom-coms: shitty rom-coms.
[10] An article on Refinery29.com summarizes this 2007 movie perfectly: “The good news? You'll find your one
true love after having sex with Dane Cook. The bad news? You have to have sex with Dane Cook.” Cook plays the
title dentist who pretty much just wants to bang Cam, played by Jessica Alba.
ANSWER: Good Luck Chuck
[10] “If you love someone, set him free. If you have to stalk him, he probably wasn’t yours in the first place” is just
one of the many tidbits of wisdom from this 2009 winner of two Razzies. Sandra Bullock plays the maladjusted
crossword writer Mary Horowitz, who gets fired for her obsessiveness after writing a crossword with this movie’s
title.
ANSWER: All About Steve
[10] Possibly the best unoriginal rom-com ever created, this 2005 movie stars Will Smith as a professional dating
consultant who helps Albert Brennaman, played by Kevin James, in his pursuit of Allegra Cole, played by Amber
Valletta.
ANSWER: Hitch
8. This character, who is Harris Bunker’s avatar on Gmail, is often depicted smoking a cigar and one of his
catchphrases is “I’m going to do [something] with blackjack and hookers but forget the [something] and blackjack”.
For 10 points each:
[10] Name this eccentric robot who wants to kill all humans and was voiced by John DiMaggio.
ANSWER: Bender Bending Rodriguez (accept Bending Unit 22, unit number 1,729, serial number 2716057)
[10] Bender was a character on this TV show that was created by Matt Groening. The protagonist of this TV show is
friendly idiot Philip J. Fry who was cryogenically frozen for a long-ass time.
ANSWER: Futurama
[10] This U.S. President’s head tries to censor Saturday morning cartoons including the cartoon GI Zapp. This man
becomes a giant cyborg and wins the Earth Presidency in 3000 and he appears on the 300 dollar bill.
ANSWER: Richard Milhous Nixon
9. Because this set is so family friendly and middle-school oriented, answer some questions about children’s books
about animals for 10 points each.
[10] This dynamic duo was created by Arnold Lobel and engage in such crazy adventures as flying a kite, one
searches for the other’s lost button and one writes a letter to the other because he doesn’t receive any mail.
ANSWER: Frog and Toad
[10] This book by Marcus Pfister has illustrations that children love because of the shiny scales of the title animal.
The moral of this book is to give away your scales and to bribe your way into having friends.
ANSWER: The Rainbow Fish
[10] A mythical animal of this type “Loves Tacos” in a series of books by Adam Rubin. This animal apparently
causes really bad things when it eats salsa though.
ANSWER: Dragons (accept Dragons Love Tacos)

10. In a song about suicide, this band sang “today is the greatest day I’ve ever had”. For 10 points each,
[10] Name this grunge band fronted by the unique singer Billy Corgan, whose seminal album Siamese Dream
includes the song “Silverfuck”, “Mayonnaise”, and “Today”.
ANSWER: Smashing Pumpkins
[10] The Pumpkin's third album Mellon Collie and the Infinite Sadness contained “Bullet with Vampire Wings” as
well as this song named after a year. In this song, which also shares its name with a song by Good Charlotte, the
singer says “And I don't even care to shake these zipper blues/And we don't know just where our bones will rest”.
ANSWER: “1979”
[10] The music video for “Bullet with Vampire Wings” takes place at a location of this kind where people are
mining. Another song with a music video at this location is Public Enemy’s “Black Steel in the Hour of Chaos”.
ANSWER: Prison (accept forced labor camp or punitive equivalents)
11. In memoriam of former Tiger Joel Zumaya’s career being decimated by a Guitar Hero injury, let’s play some
questions about bizarre baseball injuries for 10 points each.
[10] This pitcher burned himself ironing a shirt, but didn’t miss any time. This pitcher was traded from the Tigers to
the Braves for peanuts and formed part of the 90s Brave’s great rotation with Greg Maddux and Tom Glavine.
ANSWER: John Smoltz
[10] In 1986, Wade Boggs was hitting .400 but bruised his ribs after a strange accident involving a cowboy hat while
playing for this team. That season, this team lost the World Series because Bill Buckner made an error for this team
which caused the Mets to win the World Series.
ANSWER: Boston Red Sox (accept either)
[10] While Nolan Ryan was playing for this Texas team, he was bit by a coyote. While playing for this team, Hunter
Pence cut his hands exiting a hot tub.
ANSWER: Houston Astros (accept either)
12. For 10 points each, answer some questions about a certain historical epic with a penchant for explicit sexuality.
[10] This 1979 film was disavowed by both its screenwriter, Gore Vidal, and its director, Tinto Brass, because of the
insistence of producer Bob Guccione to include graphic, unsimulated sex scenes.
ANSWER: Caligula
[10] The title character is played by this veteran actor known for his controversial roles in if… and A Clockwork
Orange. This man’s performance was hailed at the time as one of the few saving graces of the film.
ANSWER: Malcolm McDowell
[10] Caligula was the only film ever produced by this magazine. This magazine’s logo includes both the Mars and
Venus symbols, and a controversial 1984 issue included a centerfold of Traci Lords, who was later revealed to have
been 15 at the time of the photoshoot.
ANSWER: Penthouse
13. Though boxers dodge other good fighters constantly and scum bags like Bob Arum have a lot of power in the
industry, boxing doesn’t come up in QB that often. Let’s change that with this bonus.
[10] First, for 10 points, UFC fighter Conor McGregor will fight what undefeated American boxer? This boxer is
known for his defensive and arguably boring style but he won a shit ton of money like after his fight with Manny
Pacquiao.
ANSWER: Floyd “Money” Mayweather
[10] Mayweather’s fights are often won in this manner as opposed to a knockout. This manner was how the
controversial Jeff Horn-Pacquiao match went to Horn despite everyone thinking Pacquiao had out-punched Horn.
ANSWER: Judge's Decision (accept specific judge’s decision like “unanimous” decision or whatever)
[10] Though no one on ESPN will talk about him, this American is actually number 1 on the Ring.com ‘s pound-forpound rankings. This Oakland-raised fighter recently won a fight against Sergey Kovalev.
ANSWER: Andre Ward [Editor’s Note: Ward actually retired shortly after I wrote this bonus.]

14. For 10 points each, answer some questions about everyone’s newfangled, favorite meme music genre.
[10] This genre emerged in the early 2010’s as a twisting of 1980’s and 90’s and borrowed sounds from elevator
music and soft jazz. The most famous album from this genre is Floral Shoppe by Vektroid.
ANSWER: Vaporwave
[10] This subgenre of Vaporwave was created in 2016 by mashing up the sounds of vaporwave with distorted,
nostalgic looking clips from the titular TV show, as seen in videos such as “Nostalgic” and “Sunday School”.
ANSWER: Simpsonwave
[10] Vaporwave is frequently interpreted as a response to this global condition, exemplified by Vaporwave’s
namesake vaporware. Postmodernism is, according to literary critic Fredric Jameson, the cultural logic of this thing.
ANSWER: Late Capitalism (accept Neocapitalism, consumer capitalism, or obvious equivalent, prompt on just
“capitalism”)
15. Because Pepe the Frog has died in the official Pepe comic by Matt Furie, answer some questions about people
named Pepe as part of this bonus for 10 points each. Consider this the official Pepe the Frog Memorial Tournament.
[10] Pepe el Romano never actually appears in this Lorca play that only features female characters. The title
character of this quizbowl-canonical play imposes an eight year mourning period after her husband’s death.
ANSWER: House of Bernarda Alba
[10] Pepe is the nickname of the soccer player José Manuel Soares who plays for this nation in international
competition. This country was the international team for Eusébio and Luis Figo who won the 2001 FIFA player of
the year.
ANSWER: Portugal
[10] A 1953 Mexican sports film is titled “Pepe the [this animal]”. The film, directed by legendary filmmaker Ismael
Rodriguez, was the last in a series that began with 1948’s We, the Poor.
ANSWER: Bull (accept Pepe el Toro)
16. For 10 points each, answer some questions about the masterpiece of performance artist and Transformers: Dark
of the Moon actor, Shia LaBeouf.
[10] In early 2017, Shia Labeouf debuted this art installation at the Museum of the Moving Image. This installation
was intended to be a live-stream of participants continually repeating the title phrase.
ANSWER: He Will Not Divide Us
[10] This message board became obsessed with HWNDU, and its members began to troll the livestream as much as
possible. Notable figures included Jihad Jesus and Kim-Jong-Anon.
ANSWER: /pol/ (prompt on 4chan)
[10] After abandoning installations in New York and Albuquerque because of the excessive trolling, LaBeouf
repurposed the livestream to show a flag bearing the project’s name. Within 2 days, /pol/ users were able to track the
location of the flag to this rural Tennessee town.
ANSWER: Greenville

17. This character’s past careers include terrible stand-up comedy ripped from Fawlty Towers and The Two Ronnies,
as well as a stint in the rock band Foregone Conclusion. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this comically naïve middle-manager of the Slough branch of Wernham-Hogg Paper Company whose
attempts to upstage coworker Neil Godwin and please his subordinates often end up generating cringe humor.
ANSWER: David Brent
[10] Brent’s character is written and played by this actor and comedian, who is the co-creator and co-director of the
show on which he appears. This delightfully pudgy-faced actor also runs a podcast with Karl Pilkington and the
show’s other creator, Stephen Merchant.
ANSWER: Ricky Gervais
[10] You’ve probably inferred by now that we’re talking about the OG British version of “The Office,” where Jim
Halpert’s analogue, the drier, wittier Tim Canterbury, is played by this actor, more famous for roles including Bilbo
Baggins in the Hobbit trilogy and Dr. John Watson in Sherlock.
ANSWER: Martin John Christopher Freeman (prompt on Freeman)
18. FTPE, answer the following about various rap references to His Airness, Michael Jordan, all of considerably
varying quality.
[10] This rapper said that “every time I’m in my city, I be acting like my shit don’t stink” on the track “Michael
Jordan” from his 2010 mixtape Overly Dedicated. This rapper found more success with his next mixtape,
Section.80, as well as his recent album DAMN.
ANSWER: Kendrick Lamar Duckworth (also accept of K. Dot, Kung Fu Kenny)
[10] Somewhat less eloquently, this rapper claims twice in a row that “bitch I’m ballin’ like Mike” on pretty much
his only song, the 2016 single “Water.” This rapper repeatedly mentions that “I feel like 21 Savage / I pull up and
fuck on your daughter.”
ANSWER: Ugly God
[10] Jordan receives a shout-out for his Nikes in the song “Portland” from Drake’s project More Life; Quavo’s hook
pays homage to “Michael Jordan with the tennis shoes” as well as this other athlete, mentioned for a certain type of
“moves.”
ANSWER: Michael Phelps (with the swim moves)
19. For 10 points each, answer the following on a video game about the finer things in life, like mowing down
droves of random people on the Internet.
[10] Name this massively multiplayer game set in the county of San Andreas, in which a favorite pastime of this
question’s writer involves consuming plenty of alcohol (in game and otherwise), blasting East Los FM, and driving
cars down mountains.
ANSWER: Grand Theft Auto Online (prompt on GTA V or just GTA; do not accept any other GTA games)
[10] While in a car in GTA Online, switching your equipped weapon to “unarmed” and pressing the “fire” button
makes your character perform this action, a good way to attract the ire of other players.
ANSWER: give the middle finger (descriptions acceptable, i.e. flip the bird, flip off, one finger salute, blue jay
gymnastics; style points if they actually do it)
[10] Another classy pastime in GTA Online involves becoming acquainted with strippers in this establishment by
using your microphone to flirt with them, which everyone in your lobby can hear. In single-player GTA 5, this Los
Santos strip club is transferred to the ownership of Trevor Phillips Industries.
ANSWER: The Vanilla Unicorn

20. For 10 points each, answer some questions about everyone’s favorite socially inept serial killer: Dexter Morgan.
[10] Dexter Morgan appears in the Showtime series Dexter. The show’s first season was based off of the novel
Darkly Dreaming Dexter, which was written by this man.
ANSWER: Jeff Lindsay
[10] Dexter was brilliantly played by this actor, who also starred as David Fisher in Six Feet Under. This man was
briefly married to Jennifer Carpenter, who plays Dexter’s sister Debra in the series.
ANSWER: Michael C. Hall
[10] According to the show, Dexter’s murderous tendencies were instilled in him at a young age, when he watched
his mother be murdered by one of these dangerous tools.
ANSWER: chainsaw

